
The late Sheikh Mubarak Al-Sabah, the 7th Ruler
of Kuwait and known as “Great Mubarak” asked
for British protection in September 1897 due to a

dispute with the Ottoman State. His demand was
rejected by the British Government on the pretext of
that it is unnecessary to intervene in the region.
However, it changed its position and agreed on signing
an agreement in January 23, 1899.  One of the most
prominent features of the agreement is that Sheikh
Mubarak should not accept any agent or representa-
tives of any foreign country without the British
Governmentʼs consent. Sheikh Mubarak agreed that
Britain assigns a commissioner in Kuwait and he was
captain Nox who arrived to Kuwait in August 1904. He
continued to occupy this position until April 28, 1906.
Later, political commissioners were assigned till the
declaration of Kuwaitʼs independence in 1961.

Kuwait took advantage of this treaty to build and
strengthen the bases of modern state. This treaty has
provided foreign political stability and protection from
external threats and greed, which made this foreign
stability an internal constructive factor. Rulers of
Kuwait were able to take care and build the emirate
after they got rid of the concern of external greed. 

Therefore, schools were built Like Mubarakeyah
and Ahmadeyah, Shura Council was established in
1921, 1st election of municipality was held in 1932 and
Legislative Council in 1938, Health and Education
Councils were established in 1936, Public Security
Department in 1938 and Orphanage Department in
1939. Also, HH Sheikh Ahmad Al-Jaber signed an
agreement with American and British companies to
explore oil in 1934 and other issues and things prac-
ticed by Kuwaitis that determine their destiny. The Era
of the Late HH Sheikh Abdallah Al-Salem was the real
set off on the path of independence. HH has taken vig-
orous steps towards establishing independent consti-
tutional state since he took office in 1950. HH worked
on issuing laws and legislations that supports the
establishment of an independent state like nationality
and judiciary organization laws in 1959, monetary law
in 1960, Fatwa and Legislation Department was estab-
lished in the same year, government departments
were organized and other laws and regulations which
are considered pillars of the state.

Due to the abundance of many factors that con-
tributed directly and indirectly in Kuwait independence
either internally or externally, internal voices were
raised calling for independence, which made Sheikh
Abdallah Al-Salem play an effective role in investing
these information to declare Kuwait independence.
Therefore, he expressed to the British Kuwait desire to
end the British Protection Treating and replace it with
other agreements suitable for the political development
in the country and the Arab and international realm. He
also reiterated the importance of respecting Kuwaiti
desire to have full independence.

The actual independence of Kuwait was on 19
June 1961 when HH the late Amir Sheikh Abdallah Al
Salem Al Sabah exchanged two important memoran-
dums with the British political residency in the Arabian
Gulf Sir William Los. The memorandums contained
“the cancellations of 1988 Treaty as it is incompatible
with the sovereignty and independence of Kuwait” and
that “relations between Britain and Kuwait shall contin-
ue on the basis of strong friendship”. Independence
means freedom of the state and its independent entity
and that it performs its external mission without other
tutelage. This was achieved through the independent
agreement signed by the father of the constitution by
then HH Sheikh Abdallah Al-Salem. The new era of
independence has imposed taking many new legal,
constitutional and diplomatic procedures, the most
prominent of which was the issuance of an Amiri
decree that calls for general elections for a constituent
assembly that was authorized to draft the state consti-

tution. During the 9 months of the assemblyʼs date, the
draft constitution of Kuwait was accomplished consist-
ing of 183 articles and presented to HH Sheikh
Abdallah Al-Salem who ratified it and issued it on 11
November 1962. Moreover, the old flag of Kuwait
which was in red color and the word “Kuwait” was in
the middle was replaced with the new flag. As an
implementation of the constitution provisions, the 1st
parliamentary election was held in the modern history
of Kuwait to choose 50 members representing 10 con-
stituencies on 23 January 1962.

On 29 January 1963, HH Sheikh Abdallah Al-Salem
inaugurated the 1st National Assembly in the history of
Kuwait. Kuwait independence was a new phase that
made it enter the international community according to
a special Kuwaiti policy based on pursuing peace and
achieving cooperation with different world states within

the framework of brotherhood and friendship among
nations. The first step on the diplomatic and political
arena was establishing the ministry of foreign affairs to
pursue its duty. Therefore, an Amiri decree was issued
in 19 August 1961 to establish a foreign department
that shall carry out foreign affairs of the state and inte-
grate Kuwait government secretariat in the foreign
department which turned with the 1st ministerial forma-
tion into the ministry of foreign affairs.

Following independence, Kuwait asked for the Arab
League membership where the council of the latter
met in 16 July 1961 and issued a resolution accepting
Kuwait as a member. In 30 November 1961, the
Security Council started to take into consideration
Kuwait demand to join the United Nationʼs. In 14 May
1963 Kuwait got the approval and became the 111
member. 

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf 
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

The ‘New Kuwait’
Kuwaitʼs 2035 vision is aimed at trans-

forming Kuwait into a financial and trade
hub regionally and internationally and

becoming more attractive to investors. Under
the umbrella of a supporting institutional body,
it will accentuate national values, preserve
social identity and achieve social development,
as well as provide an essential structure to cul-
tivate a business friendly environment.

This is based upon the vision of His
Highness the Amir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, and the implemen-
tation of His Highnessʼs visions in this regards.
Kuwait also possesses the main elements to
move towards achieving this vision. There are
other elements such as: a strategic geographi-
cal location, encouraging legislative body, com-
prehensive judicial system, and a balanced
international foreign policy.

This project uses global indicators to track
and measure Kuwaitʼs progress with the plan
and its performance - comparative to other
countries, as well as setting goals and following
up on the performances towards achieving the
vision. Kuwaitʼs national development plan is
linked to international goals and factors by
adapting them to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGʼs) 2030
agenda, in order to achieve compatibility
between the national development plan and
the international development vision.

The objectives of this plan are to raise gov-
ernment performance and channel national
resources towards achieving the desired goals.
The system includes an integrated system of
development documents, including the five-
step process that has shaped the development
paths of the state over the long term through
mechanisms, means and projects to ensure
the achievement of development goals in the
long and medium term.

The main aspirations of the Vision include:
(1) Restore the regional leadership role of

Kuwait as a financial and commercial hub,
and reviving the pivotal role of the Kuwaiti
private sector in the leadership of develop-
ment.

(2) Reconstruct the important and different
positions, as well as the bodies and institu-
tions of the country. In addition to enabling
work empowerment and productivity.

(3) Providing new infrastructure, appropriate
legislation and an enabling a business envi-
ronment conducive to development and
providing controls and climate to ensure
total and balanced human resource devel-
opment. 

Strategic developmental goals of the nation-
al development plans 2035:
• Increase local productivity and develop-

ment of non-oil economic sectors.  
• Improve standards of living for citizens.
• Engage the private sector into the national

economic activity of the country. 
• Support human and social development.
• Improve residential policies to support

development.
• Train and qualify national human

resources.
• Enable government administration by

restructuring governments bodies.
• Preserve the values of the Arab-Islamic

identity.

Al Otob tribe fled to State of Kuwait away from
the terrible drought which perished the Arab
Peninsula. They chose Sabah bin Jaber as

their governor in 1756. As time passed, the small
town of Kuwait benefited from its location overlook-
ing the head of the Arabian Gulf and thrived through
trade, fishing and pearl fishery. Hence, Kuwait
became one of the most prosperous countries in the
region. Since 1756, fourteen rulers from Al-Sabah
family ruled Kuwait.

The fourteen rulers from Al Sabah family who ruled
Kuwait since 1756 are:
Sheikh Sabah (the first): 1756
Sheikh Abdullah: 1762
Sheikh Jaber, the First: 1812

Sheikh Sabah, the Second: 1859
Sheikh Abdullah, the Second: 1866
Sheikh Mohamed, the First: 1892
Sheikh Mubarak Al-Sabah: 1896
Sheikh Jaber, the Second: 1915
Sheikh Salem Al-Mubarak: 1917
Sheikh Ahmed Al-Jaber: 1921
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem: 1950
Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem: 1965 - 1977
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah: 1977 - 2006
Sheikh Saad Al-Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah: 2006
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah: 2006 -
2020
In 2020, Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
may Allah protect him, became the Amir of Kuwait
until the present time.

Kuwait rulers’ history

Independence and building the modern Kuwait

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
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Kuwait was initially stabilized as a small fishing
village during the 1600s. By the year 1899, the
present country became a British Protectorate.

In 1961, Kuwait gained independence with the end of
the British protectorate, and Sheikh Abdullah Al-
Salem Al-Sabah assumed the role of the Amir. But
before its independence, on the second day of August
in 1990, ensuing a feud over revenue from an oil field,
Iraqi troops raided Kuwait and Iraq began to bomb
Kuwait City. Six days later, on August 8, the Kuwaiti
government was replaced by an Iraqi governor.

There was global rage as the invasion was wide-
spread. Bringing in no progress by diplomatic
means, the United Nations Security Council gave
Iraq a deadline of January 15, 1991, to vacate from
Kuwait. But as the story goes, they were stubborn
enough to stay put until the deadline passed. So
the US directed coalition forces to begin their attack

on the Iraqi forces known as Operation Desert
Storm, from January 17, 1991. The Iraqi forces
demonstrated their incompetence to combat the
coalition forces as the ground war only lasted four
days before the Iraqi tanks ran away from Kuwait
on February 26, 1991.

Today Kuwait is wealthy, safe, and almost entirely
crime-free. The Institute for Economics & Peace
Global Peace Index, 2021, sets Kuwait 36 out of 163
countries worldwide, placing the country as being at a
high state of peace. It is a safe place to travel to, as
crime rates are low, and the chances of foreigners
being harmed or attacked in any way are slim.
However, due to past events, some people still doubt
its safety, which leaves Kuwait with a reputation of
being unsafe. But Kuwait is known as a wonderful
entry point to the Muslim world and warm Arabian
hospitality. 

History of Kuwait Liberation Day



Tourist spots in Kuwait

The Scientific Center is a non-profit organization
which comprises of three main facilities: an

Aquarium, an IMAX Theater and a hands-on
Discovery Place; as well as other supporting facili-
ties. The Center was inaugurated in April 2000 and
was considered the first of its kind in the Middle
East Region. The Scientific Center is dedicated to
the advancement of the sciences and cultural her-
itage of Kuwait, and promoting public awareness
and knowledge of the wildlife and ecosystems of
the Arabian Gulf Region; and consequently com-
mitted to the care and preservation of these
ecosystems. 

The Center strives to involve all sectors of the

community in learning through a fun and stimulating
medium. At the Aquarium, in addition to the sched-
uled public feedings, several programs are offered
such as “Dive with the Shark Program” and “Adopt
An Animal Program”. At Discovery Place, outreach
programs are offered as well as in-house enrich-
ment programs, star-shows and a puppet-show. At
IMAX Theater, educational and environment orient-
ed films are showed, as well as private screening of
constructive films theme-related to our objectives.
Other services are a Gift Shop and Food Court to
make the visitorsʼ experience at The Scientific
Center an unforgettable, fun-learning visit.

The Scientific Center Kuwait Towers
Kuwait Towers is one of Kuwaitʼs most

famous landmarks. It is located on the
Arabian Gulf Road in Sharq district. The
Kuwait Towers are a group of three slender
towers in Kuwait City, standing on a promon-
tory into the Arabian Gulf. They were the sixth,
and last, group in the larger Kuwait Water
Towers system of 34 towers (33 store water;
one stores equipment) and were built in a
style considerably different from the other five
groups. The Kuwait Towers was officially inau-
gurated in March 1979 and is regarded as a
landmark and symbol of modern Kuwait. The
towers were closed for maintenance from
March 2012 to 8 March 2016, with a massive
fireworks festival commemorating the re-
opening. Kuwait Towersʼ facility is operated
and managed by the state-owned Touristic
Enterprises Company. 

Green Island is a part of the Sea Front con-
structed in February of 1988. It is the first arti-

ficial island. Located off the coast of Kuwait Cityʼs
promenade, the Green Island is an artificial island
in Kuwait. Opened in February 1988, it is a popu-
lar tourist attraction, and a popular holiday retreat
of Kuwait. It is in fact, a reclaimed land, trans-
formed into an artificial island. Stretching from Al
Shuwaikh to Ras Alard, the island spans an area

of 785,000sqm, and is surrounded by natural
rocks brought from Al-Fujairah to Emirates. In fact,
even the sands at the beaches of the Green Island
is said to have been imported from other coun-
tries.  The island, which is owned by TEC, includes
50,000 colored shrubs and seedlings planted
there, and with all colors and greeneries, it does
not render the feel of being in a desert country.

Green Island - Ideal family picnic spot 

Failaka Island
Failaka Island is one of the most famous histori-

cal islands in Kuwait. It is a Kuwaiti island locat-
ed in the northwest corner of the Arabian Gulf, 20
kilometers from the coast of Kuwait City. Located
on the ancient trade routes to China and India,
Kuwaitʼs Failaka Island has been inhabited since
the Bronze Age, made attractive by its freshwater
springs from as early as 2500 BC. The presence
of more than a dozen archaeological sites from dif-
ferent historical periods attests to the islandʼs
importance as a cultural hub.

The island was impacted when its entire popu-
lation fled following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on
2 August 1990. Failaka was captured by Saddam
Husseinʼs troops and its 2,000 residents, mainly
fishermen and villagers, left their homes and
escaped to the capital, Kuwait City. Debris from
the war - including rusty tanks, semi-automatic
weapons and military equipment - can still be
found across the island. Failakaʼs beaches were
sowed with landmines, and its monuments and
buildings were used by the Iraqi army for target
practice.
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TOURIST 
ATTRACTIONS 

IN KUWAIT
Pearl Diving
Pearls, in the past, were the main source of
wealth in Kuwait and not oil. Today, annual
pearl diving festivals are held to help
younger generations feel excitement and
hardship faced by their forefathers. These
festivals are a tribute to men who spent their
lives searching for pearls. The young divers
make extensive preparations and arrange-
ments for the event; they are submitted to
rigorous diving and sailing training, meet
experienced captains and old divers and lis-
ten to them explaining the intricacies of
pearl diving, and familiarize themselves with
the necessary equipment.

Previously, sailboats or dhows were pre-
pared first by pulling them along the shore.
Then, any cracks were caulked with cotton
dipped in shark oil. Finally, the body of the
ship was manually smeared over, up to the
water line, by a thick coating of noora (a
mixture of shark oil and powder). These
dhows were made of Indian teak. This teak
is made waterproofed by using the tradition-
al mixture of sheep oil and lime.

Today, costumes of pearl-divers are the
same as their forefathers. They wear the
wazar, which is a wrap-around skirt that also
serves as a head wrap, along with diving
trunks and T-shirts. Fishermen, also, wear
the fotam (nose-clip), dieng (neck basket)
and hajer (toe anchor). When diving, the
diver is secured to the shipʼs railing with a
rope tied around his waist. Each diver has a
helper who remains on the surface holding
the rope all the time. Once the diver is ready
to surface, he tugs on the rope, then, his
helper pulls him up. The end of the festival
is celebrated in an atmosphere of folk
singing and dancing.

Water Sports
Kuwait is distinguished by its various

water sports and activities, like speed boat-
ing, windsurfing, jet skiing, water skiing,
yachting and scuba diving. In order to prac-
tice any of the water sports in Kuwait,
tourists have to buy their own equipment
from dealers. Usually, renting facilities in
Kuwait are few, and boats and equipment
have to be bought for long-term enjoyment.
From these dealers, you can, also, get all
the required details about water sports clubs
and training courses available in Kuwait.
Water sports can be enjoyed off the beach-
es all along the coast.

Yachting
Kuwait is the paradise for sailors. The

sea offshore is seldom really rough, and
there is nearly always a moderate breeze.
Boat types and sizes range from small sail-
ing dinghies to large yachts. Kuwait has
established the Yacht Club which has a
marina with 300 fully serviced berths. In
addition, there are many sea clubs that
have marinas and organize many sailing
activities. Kuwait Offshore Sailing
Association (KOSA) organizes sea races,
including the race that begins in Kuwait and
ends in Bahrain.

Diving
Despite the pollution which resulted from

the retreating Iraqi troops and setting the oil
wells afire, Kuwaiti people were able to puri-
fy the sea. Today, the seas around Kuwait
are comparatively clear and marine life is
thriving. Scuba diving is one of the most
popular sports in Kuwait. This sport is prac-
ticed much over reefs offshore and around
the islands. Moreover, training courses are
provided by SSAC and PADI. Al-Boom Diver
Center offers certifications through NAUI
and CMAS and organizes many diving trips.

Island trips
You can enjoy a pleasant one-day trip by

taking a boat to one of Kuwaitʼs islands,
such as Kubbar. On the island or the boat,
you can enjoy your time picnicking and
swimming. You can also go fishing using
trawls. You can, also, rent a dhow for a hun-
dred (100) Kuwaiti Dinars. This includes
crew and all running costs. These kind of
trips is ideal for outings of a small office, or
three or four families.

Fishing
Other than zubaidi and hamour, Kuwait

waters is rich of fish of all shapes and kinds.
Kinds of fish range, including six different
types of shark, two types of barracuda,
stinging and non-stinging ray fish, four vari-
eties of mackerel and tuna, and an array of
soles, snappers, breams, rock and cat fish,
cobias, flounders, needlefish and puffers.
You can go fishing by standing on prominent
rocks with sophisticated long casting rods,
or at the ends of piers using simple poles,
lines and hooks. 

You can, also, fish using wire baskets to
catch fry from the water off the beaches
using nets held by several persons. If you
are fishing from boats, you can use trawls
and multi-hooked lines. Despite the fact that
many experts use home-made fishing
equipment, you can buy simple and sophis-
ticated fishing tackle from shops.

Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre

The Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre
(JACC) showcases performing arts and create a

world-class theatre quarter in a spacious parkland
setting. Together with Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem
Cultural Centre, it forms Kuwaitʼs new national cul-
tural district. The Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural
Centre is a multidisciplinary public space owned by
the Amiri Diwan that strives to entertain, educate

and inspire the people of Kuwait. It offers a range of
events - in music, theatre, film, workshops and spo-
ken word - for every generation and sector of socie-
ty. JACC provides a space for dialogue to share
and showcase skills and knowledge, giving younger
voices a forum in which to speak. The cultural cen-
tre is a platform for educational and cultural
exchange; moreover, it functions as an influential

entertainment and culture powerhouse and produc-
tive space for the region. Kuwaitʼs cultural identity
has always been rooted in a modern, avant-garde
and experimental tradition. We wish to return to this
identity at JACC and establish ourselves as the
model space for all cultural events and activities, on
national, regional and international levels.

Al-Khiran Resort

Khiran resort is located in Khiran District,
Southeast of Kuwait City. Since opening

its doors in February 1987, Khiran Resort
has become one of Kuwaitʼs most popular
getaways. Located in the Khiran District
(approximately 110 kilometers) from Kuwait
City, it occupies a prime seafront stretching
1800 meters, with an area exceeding
831,000 square meters, overlooking the
Arabian Gulf. Lavish greenery, beautifully
landscaped lawns, and sandy beaches sur-
round the Resortʼs perfectly contrasting
against the sparkling blue water to create a
real seaside haven. 

Boulevard Park

Boulevard is the largest touristic hub in the
country. It is considered one of the most impor-

tant tourist attractions in Kuwait. It offers a wide
range of activities and cultural and recreational
activities. The park contains a vast lake of fresh
water and scenic waterways and a magnificent
botanical garden. The Boulevard Park is an oasis
of charming beauty in the heart of Salmiya, a park
that provides entertainment and enjoyment for all
family members. It is a wonderful area, the most
important of which is located near the Arabian Gulf
Street overlooking the sea. This area is one of the
most famous recreational areas in the region.

Boulevard is designed to be the leading family
shopping, entertainment and recreational destina-
tion in the State of Kuwait, with the commitment to
serve to country, the community and the environ-
ment. Nestled in the heart of Salmiya, the vibrant
area south east of Kuwait City, with rich demo-
graphic diversity, Boulevard is an emerging oasis
in the middle of the city, a fabulous world full of
real facilities! Once a large desolated plot of land,
the area is now one of the most wonderful green
places to visit in the State of Kuwait, benefiting
from excellent road access on all sides principally
from the Fifth Ring Road and Arabian Gulf Street.

Kuwait Zoo

The Kuwait Zoo is a major attraction for both,
the locals and tourists alike. The zoo is a very

entertaining place and it is often visited by fami-
lies. Kuwait Zoo is one of those places that will
keep the visitors spell-bounded every time they
see the animals and itʼs a whole lot bigger and
better experience. Located in Omariya, this
sprawling animal kingdom covers an area of
around 1,80,000 sq meters. In 1990, the premises
of this park was extensively damaged and animals
were killed during the Iraqi invasion. 

Animals were also used for target practice and
reports of injured animals, hobbling and bleeding,
being left to slowly die of their injuries or starva-
tion made news around the world. After the

invaders were repelled, Kuwaitʼs Zoo was rebuilt,
restoration was done and many more new ani-
mals were brought in and the zoo was opened in
February 1993.

The Kuwait Zoo is divided into four main areas,
including animal section, cultural center, services
and maintenance sector, life sciences division and
veterinary clinic. Overall the quality of sampling at
zoo is exceptional and the maintenance of the zoo
premises is splendid. As per official records, the
park has almost 1,800 species ranging from wild
beasts, birds and reptiles.  It contains 1,606 rare
animals and birds divided into five units, with every
unit containing 12 species, adapted to the cage
environment.

Sheikh Abdullah 
Al-Salem Cultural
Centre (ASCC)

The Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Cultural
Centre (ASCC) is the largest museum

complex in the world. It comprises of six
museums related to natural history, science
and technology, Arab and Islamic science
and space. The center is home to some 22
world-class galleries, with over 3,000
exhibits. 

Al Shaheed Park

Al Shaheed Park, located on the periphery of
Kuwait city, narrates the story of a land, its his-

tory and culture. The park consists of greenery,
featuring beautiful botanical gardens, two muse-
ums, a visitor center, a lake, walkways and jogging
tracks. Al Shaheed Park is the largest urban park
in Kuwait. It is considered the most significant
green infrastructure project in Kuwait and has one
of the largest overstructure greenroofs in the
world. Al Shaheed Park is the largest green roof
project ever undertaken in the Arab world. The
park is part of the new Kuwait National Cultural
District (KNCD). 

Al Shaheed Park is a fully integrated cultural
platform with cutting-edge architecture and art
works. The parkʼs Amphitheater diversifies into
different kinds of gardens (Oasis Garden,
Museum Garden, Seasonal Garden and others),
walkways (Visitors and Pedestrian Passages),
museums, exhibition areas, outdoor theatres,
and performance centers for music concerts,
theatrical performances, art exhibitions, and oth-
er kinds of cultural events.  Al Shaheed Park
landscapes also hold multiple historical zones
such as the Memorial zone and the Museum
zone. The park is part of the new Kuwait
National Cultural District (KNCD).
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S
ociety in Kuwait is known for the strong ties
between its members. Families, neighbors and
friends maintain close relationships, and every-

one is ready to share and celebrate special occasions
with others. Each family celebrates according to its
ability. Among these occasions are:

Al-Noon
ʻAl-Noonʼ occasion, when a child has its first teeth

or takes its first steps. Children of the family, relatives
and neighbors are usually invited in the afternoon.
The mother spreads a carpet in the courtyard of the
house, and goes up to the housetop. Then, she
throws candy and nuts down to the invitees from a
basket. Children collect candy and nuts in their
clothes. The mother presents “Al-Noon” dish to other
mothers in the party give.

Daq Al-Harees
“Daq Al-Harees” occasion, means grinding wheat.

This occasion is celebrated while preparing for
Ramadan. The family buys large amount of wheat,
and then invites a group of women skilled in grinding
wheat. They grind the wheat while performing,
accompanied by women musicians. Preparing for
marriage, all the family, relatives and neighbors share
in the wedding preparations. For example, wealthy
neighbor may lend the bride and her family pieces of
jewelry. Another neighbor may provide carpets, pieces
of furniture or decorations. Sometimes, the bed for the
brideʼs room may be given as a gift. Other neighbors
help in cooking or in paying the musician fees.
Religious occasions, these holidays maintained its
importance, and people reverently await them.
Celebration of religious occasions differed today. On
religious holidays, stores and institutions close their
doors. Families and friends exchange visits.

Al-Mawled Al-Nabawy
“Al-Mawled Al-Nabawy” marks one of the important

religious holidays, which is the celebration of the
Prophet Muhammadʼs birthday. During the day, spiri-
tual atmosphere spreads and people sing chants of
praise and read the Holy Quran. Clothes and money
are given to the poor. The Lesser Bairam, which
comes after Ramadan, the holy month of fasting, and
the Greater Bairam, which comes on the tenth day of

Dhul-Hejja, are important religious holidays. Some
religious holidays, like Al-Mawled Al-Nabawy, Al-Israa
Wa Al-Mearaj (the Night of Muhammadʼs Ascension)
and the New Hijri Year are one celebrated for one day,
whereas, celebrations of the Lesser Bairam is for
three days and of the Greater Bairam is for four days.

Among the religious occasions celebrated in
Kuwait is a celebration called “Al-Qarqiaan”. It is on
the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth nights of
Ramadan. As in the past, children wander through the
neighborhood while singing and praying to Allah to
protect the children of the houses they visit. The moth-
ers present them candy and nuts. Receiving the
divers on their return, a party is prepared on the
arrival of the divers after long period at the sea. All city
men, women and children go to the beach and
receive the divers in great celebration.

Other holidays according to the Gregorian calen-
dar include: New Year on January 01, National Day,
celebrating Kuwait independence in 1961, on
February 25, and Liberation day, celebrating Kuwait
liberation from the oppressive Iraqi occupation, on
February 26. Citizens go on outdoor picnics in the
deserts in the spring. They go to the seaside in the
summer. Due to the change in Kuwaiti life manner,
activities like pearl diving, fishing, business travel and
shipbuilding disappeared. Accordingly, many celebra-
tions, such as traditional songs, dances and activities
disappeared.

Marriage
Families always treated marriage as an important

occasion. Lots of money is usually spent on it. In the
past, marriage was a means of strengthening bonds
between families of similar social and financial levels
and having similar creed. The family used to choose
the partner, rather than the bride or the groom. When
it was difficult to find a partner from the relatives, a
matchmaker handles this matter for the family. When
the matchmaker found a suitable girl, she would
inform the groomʼs family. After the family of the
groom agreed, the matchmaker would inform the
brideʼs family. After the consent of both families, a
date is arranged for meeting.

During the engagement period, the fiancee was
not allowed to leave the house or meet anybody. The
father of the groom would give his sonʼs fiancee a

sum of money to buy a wedding gift. This gift was
called “Daza”. The “Daza” consisted of four valuable
garments, two rolls of cloth, towels, bed covers and
blankets. A band of women specialized in giving par-
ties would carry the wedding gift to the fianceeʼs
house on Monday or Thursday night. Under lantern
light, the band would sing all the way from the fianceʼs
house to the fianceeʼs house. If the fianceeʼs father
accepted the gift, this meant that he blessed the mar-
riage. He would prepare the brideʼs trousseau.

On the wedding night, the groom would walk from
his house to his wifeʼs accompanied by his father,
uncles, relatives and neighbors. When he reached the
brideʼs house, songstresses would receive him. A par-
ty called “Jalwa” was, sometimes, held for the bride in
the house of her family. In the “Jalwa”, the bride would
be wearing a green garment and sitting on a special
seat. A green silk scarf would be thrown over her.
Some women of the family and musicians would hold
the edges of the scarf, raising and lowering it, follow-
ing the rhythm of a traditional song. Then, the bride
would be carried on her seat to the room where the
groom waits.

The first week for the newlyweds would be spent at

the girlʼs house. After this week, the couple would
move to the house of the groomʼs family in a proces-
sion with family and neighbors. The new wifeʼs mother
would not be allowed to go with her daughter as it
was considered a bad omen. The change in the social
relations in Kuwait was reflected in the way of choos-
ing life partner. Relationships between men and
women became to some extent more flexible. Young
men now meet girls at family social occasions, univer-
sity, work, clubs and other places.

As a result, a Kuwaiti girl can become engaged to
a man from outside the family. A Kuwaiti man who is
studying abroad may marry a foreigner. Moreover,
higher education and job opportunities have led to
delaying the regular age of marriage till twenty-three
or twenty-four. After choosing a partner, family
approval must be attained. Then, formal traditions,
which are a mixture of the old and the new, play a vital
role. As in the past, the young man proposes to the
girl by asking for her hand in marriage from her father
or one of family elders if her father was dead. 

Afterwards, they would discuss financial matters
such as the dowry. When all matters are settled, an
engagement party is held in the girlʼs house to cele-
brate the occasion. The engagement period is not
fixed; however, it usually lasts for one month.
Wedding party is, usually, given in large public halls or
in hotels. A party is given for just men to congratulate
the groom and another separate party is given for
women to sing and celebrate.

Traditional Costumes
The difference between the past and the present

becomes apparent in costumes and garments the
Kuwaitis wear today. Arab garments changed to suit
the current cultural and environmental conditions.
Nowadays, men and women alike wear western
design clothes. These clothes are no longer restricted
to the foreigners working in Kuwait.

However, Kuwaitis are aware of the importance of
preserving their national customs as a symbol of
national identity. Hence, men prefer to wear Kuwaiti
traditional clothes which are more comfortable than
western clothes. It is, also, noticed that Kuwaiti
women chose to wear Western clothes more where
they enjoy a large different collection of women cos-
tumes. However, Kuwaiti women maintained their tra-
ditional costumes by wearing long dresses, veils and
cloaks. This variation reflects the personal taste and
the styles of the day, along with traditions. Usually,
Kuwaiti woman wears western clothes when she goes
to work. When she returns home, visits her neighbors
and relatives, she wears traditional clothes. Some
women wear the traditional dress when they grow old.

Traditional costumes for Kuwaiti Men
Trousers: Long white cotton cloth that is cut and

shaped into trousers. It falls straight to the ankle.
Deshdasha: A wide white cotton robe. It has a nar-

row central front opening and long sleeves.
Maqtaa: A deshdasha made of wool.
Shalahat: A floor-length white cotton robe. It has a

narrow central front opening to the chest and long
sleeves that fall gracefully to the wrist.

Zeboun: A long robe made of silk embroidered
with gold thread. It has a narrow central front opening
and long sleeves. It is opened so that the front parts
are wrapped around the body.

Besht: A cloak made of wool or soft spun fluff. Its
color is generally black, but may also be cream, gray
or brown. Each type has a different thickness accord-
ing to its use.

Farwa: A wool coat padded with sheep wool. Its
hems are embroidered with ribbons of the same color
or contrasting color with different geometrical decora-
tions.

Qahfiya: A closefitting cotton cap.
Ghutra: A headdress made of a piece of cotton

cloth worn only after being folded in a triangular
shape. When it is made of a red and white-checkered
cloth, it is called “shemagh”, and when made of white
cashmere wool with edges embroidered with flowers,
it is called “shawl”.

Iqal: A double circlet of twisted black, brown or
white cords separated from each other by colored
wool or gold cords.

Vest: A sleeveless jacket worn over a deshdasha.
Barcot or Warcot: A wool coat worn over a maqtaa.
Qat: A wool suit that consists of a deshdasha, vest

and coat with long sleeves. All are made from the
same piece of cloth.

Broadcloth Coat: A broadcloth suit embroidered
with gold thread. It is worn over shalahat or shalah.

Traditional Costumes for Kuwaiti women
Trousers: Long piece of underwear that is cut and

shaped to fall straight to the ankle. It is embellished
with ribbons embroidered with gold thread. It is made
of cotton or silk in bright colors such as green, red and
blue.

Darraa: A long robe with long sleeves made of cot-
ton or Indian silk embroidered with gold thread.

Zeboun: A long fine robe made of silk embroi-
dered with gold thread. It has a narrow central front
opening and long sleeves. Wealthy women usually
wear it.

Thoub: A wide robe with long sleeves and oval
wide centeral front opening. Names of the thoub differ
according to its color, thickness and embroidered dec-
orations, such as: jazz, amfah, thuraiya, mukhawas,
manthour, and tour.

Malfaa: A scarf that is tied tightly around the head
and face and tucked in at the back to conceal the hair.

Shila: A black headdress worn by the Bedouins.
Burqu: A short rectangular black face veil that cov-

ers from the forehead to the end of the neck. The
Bedouin wears it over a shila and never takes it off, so
as to wander freely among the tents.

Bushiya: A face veil that covers the face complete-
ly. It is worn by city women.

Abaya: A silk or wool black cloak that envelops the
body from top to toe.

Al-Diwaniya
Kuwaiti houses usually consists of one hall.

However, wealthy families establish a separate hall
or specify one room in one side of the house and
call it the “Al-Diwaniya”. This room or hall is seclud-
ed from other parts of the house. It is an area to
receive guests, neighbors and friends to discuss
current events, exchange views in spare time. The
main doors of the diwaniya are kept open all day
long. Along the door sides, more seats are set for
passers-by. 

Some of the diwaniyas might have sea view where
guests would like to enjoy the sea breeze in the sum-
mer. Sometimes the diwaniya includes a guest room
for those who need to stay for one or more nights in
the country. Today, some of the diwaniyas located
along Al-Khaleej Street still receive guests. The
diwaniya include a main sitting place, called “Diwan”.
Doors of the diwan overlook the internal hall that is
comfortably furnished for guests. 

There are many cushions arranged in a specific
way to be used as seats and armrests. The floor is
covered with woven Persian carpets. The diwaniya,
also, contains utensils for preparing coffee, which is
redolent with cardamom. Using a special brazier, this
coffee is prepared either on the far side of the diwan
or in a small annexed room. Coffee preparing utensils
consist of graduated sizes of brass coffeepots with
lids and long beaked spouts called “Dallal”. Coffee is
served in small cups made of pottery. Either the own-
er of the diwaniya prepares the coffee himself for
guests or he hires a servant to do this job for him.

Folk Songs, Music and Dances
For ages, folk songs, music and dances have rep-

resented important aspects in Kuwaiti society. The
main musical instruments for most of the songs were
drums and clapping. However, it is noticed that after
oil was discovered, no more folk songs or music was
created. In the past, specialized women musicians
used to perform songs and dances in private parties
for women only. Some men might participate only by
playing music. Women, at that time, were not allowed
to sing or dance in public celebrations. Though folk
songs and music still exist and are found in modern
Kuwait, other genres spread. New image is created
for old folk melodies as new lyrics are being written for
the old traditional folk melodies. 
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